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SYNOPSIS 
In the early 1940's, A.D. Alexandroff [1940), [1941) 
and [1943] introduced a concept of space, more general 
than topological space, ln order to obtain a simple 
connection between a space and the stem of real-valued 
functions defined on it. Such a connection aided the 
investigation of the relationships between the linear 
functionals on these systems of functions and the 
additive set functions defined on the space. The 
Alexandroff spaces this SlS are what Alexandroff 
himself led the completely normal spaces and what 
H. Gordon [1971) called the zero-set s s. 
An xandroff space may be viewed as a Tychono 
space with a distinguished base for the closed sets, 
here called an Alexandroff base, the model be the 
zero-sets of a sub algebra of the al a of continuous 
functions. The Alexandroff bases are, in eater or 
ity, closely related to the bases 
(ii) 
lesser gener 
investigat by Wallman [1938], Banaschewski [1963], ink 
[1964), iner and Steiner [1970], Ala Shapiro [1974J, 
Sultan [1978], Blasco [1979] and others. 
A.W. Hager [1974] introduced, the setting of 
uniform spaces, the separable M- e spaces and showed 
that they correspond, via a categorical isomorphism, to 
the Alexandro spaces. Hager's construction 1 to the 
more general concepts of A - c uniform spaces, for 
different classes A and coreflectors c of uniform 
s es. The latter spaces have 
particularly by the Seminar Uni 
cn extensively 
Spaces led by 
Z. Frollk in ( SUS [1973 -7Y, J ) • 
ied, 
One of the most useful and interesting facts ut 
the Alexandro s es is that th form a category Alex, 
wider than the category of Tychono spaces, in which 
pseudocompactness is productive and which the 
realcompactness r ector distributes over arbitrary 
oducts (Gordon [1971]). 
y,]e outline our thesis. 
Chapter 1 This chapter gives some results on 
Alexandroff spaces that we shall need er on and 
br outlines the connection between the Alexandroff 
s es and the structures mentioned above. 
Chapter 2 The theory of realcompacti ations, in 
icular Wallman realcompactifications their 
relationship to Hewitt's universal realc tification 
is unified by means of e Alexandroff bases. 
e Tychonoff s are located in the category 
Alex as the fine (or topological) Alexandro spaces. 
(iii) 
The Alexandroff bases that are complete (in the sense 
of Blasco [1979]) correspond to the realcompact-fine 
Alexandroff spaces. Our terminology conforms 'Ai th that 
of the A - c construction of Hager. 
After characterising the re ompact-fine f;paces 
we show how they and their associated coreflector may be 
applied to the following four problems. 
I When does U(X x y) = uX x uY (for Tychonoff 
spaces X and Y)? 
II When is the Alex-product of topological spaces 
topological? 
I When does a Wallman realcompactification of a 
Tychonoff space coincide with the Hewitt 
realcompactification? 
IV Which continuous functions on a Tychonoff space 
extend to a given Wallman realcompactification? 
The first of these problems has been considered 
by many authors. For references to this question and 
a discussion of it see Walker ([1974J, 8.39). Our 
contribution to this and the second problem lS closely 
related to that of Blair and Hager [1977J. 
The last section of this chapter is devoted to those 
Alexandroff spaces with realcompact topology, the 
corresponding epireflector u t in Alex and its properties. 
(iv) 
Chapter 3 The r compact spaces arlse naturally when 
a description corresponding to 'topology without points' 
is sought for Alexandroff s s. The sett g for 
this description that of a-frames (Banaschewski 
[1980a,b,c)) which are generalizations of frames (i.e. 
locales or loc latt s, in the sense B~nabou 
[1957-58], Papert [1964] and Isbell [1972a]). 
My thes advisor conjectured that the Alexandroff 
spaces which could be described solely by their cozero-
sets (i.e. in terms of their cozero-set a-frames) would 
be the Alexandroff s s which are complete in the 
uniformity induced by the correspondence of Hager [1974]. 
These latter spaces are precisely the realcompact 
Alexandroff spaces ( id.). The conjecture was proved 
with the generous help of Professor Bernh Banaschewski 
and appears as the st half of theorem 3.2.7. 
We begin chapter 3 with a short introductory section 
on regular a-frames (distilled from Banaschewski [1980a]). 
We then give the d adjunction between the Alexandro 
spaces and the regular a-frames. The I st duality 
(v) 
contained in this adjunction is that between the 
realcompact Alexandroff spaces and the Alexandroff a-frames. 
There is a correspond dual junction between the 
Tychonoff spaces and regular a-frames and largest 
duality therein is that between the compact 
Tychonoff spaces and the topological a-frames. This 
last duality extends that of Banaschewski [1980a,b] 
between the compact Hausdorff s 
regular a-frames. 
es and the compact 
As a consequence of the above we can give 
descriptions for the analogues of u and B , the 
( ''; i ) 
e 
realcompact epire ector and compact epireflector, in 
Alex. The unit corresponding to u, unlike its 
counterpart for Tychonoff spaces, is an essential emb ing. 
The Alexandro spaces provide a natural setting 
the theory of z-embedding in topolo (e.g. see Blair 
and Hager [1977]). We illustrate this observation by 
means of some applications in section 4. 
This ('hapter concludes with two short sections. 
f t of these lS a note on complete objects (in the 
of Brummer [1979]) in Alex. In the last sect ion we 
sense 
est lish, directly from results of Banaschewski [1980aj, 
a way of generating cozero-sets of the fine 
coreflection of an Alexandroff space via s open sets. 
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1. Alexandroff bases and the cat~gory A~~x 
Further details and proofs of the material in this 
and the following section may be found in Alexandroff 
U940], Gordon [1971], Hager [1974] and Gilmour [1975]. 
1.1 Definition An AZexandro!! space is a palr (X,l) 
where X lS a set and l , the AZexandra!! structure 
on X" lS a collection of 'subsets of X satisfying 
Z1 - Z4 below. The sets in l are called zero-sets 
and their complements with respect to X are cozero-sets. 
Z1 l lS closed under finite unions and countable 
intersections; el and X are In l 
Z2 If A,B E l and A n B = el then there are 
C,D E l such that A n C = el = B n D and 
C U D = X . 
Z3 If A E l then there is a sequence {A } In n 
such that 
Z4 For each palr of distinct points in X there lS 
an A E l containing just one of them. 
Where no confusion will arlse, (X, l) lS often 
abbreviated to simply X • 
1 
r . 
1.2 Examples (1)' The zero-set~r-'~of any topological 
space satisfy Z1- Z3 • 
(2) Any a-algebra B of subsets of a set X is an 
Alexandroff structure on X. 
(3) The set ~X of all subsets of a set X is the 
discrete Alexandroff structure on X . 
(4) The closed sets of the real line ~ with its 
usual topology satisfy Zl - Z4. We denote the 
associated Alexandroff space by ~z • 
1.3 The zero-sets of an Alexandroff space (X,~) 
form a base for the closed sets of a Tychonoff topology 
on X ;' such a base will be called an A lexandroff base 
for the underlying topology. Other authors use the 
terms: strong delta normal base (Ale and Shapiro [1974]); 
separating nest generated intersection ring (Steiner and 
Steiner [1970]); strongly normal complement generated 
delta lattice (Bachman and Sultan [1976]). 
In particular a family ~ of closed sets in X 
is (i) normal if t satisfies Z2 (ii) complement 
generated if Z3 is satlsfied (iii) nest generated if 
for each A € ~ there exists a sequence . {A ,B} in ~ 
n n 
such that X ' B CA' eX' B c A , 
n+l n+l n n 
and A = n A 
n 
n = 1,2, •... 
3 
1 4 
Steiner [1966] showed that each family of closed 
sets ~ which is nest generated and sat fies Zl, 
is normal (a spec I case of 3.1.5). It is easy to see 
that such a ~ is complement generated. Conversely it 
is not difficult to verify that an Alexandroff base is 
nest generated. 
A base N for the closed sets of a topological 
space X, is a normat base if it is (i) closed under 
fin e unlons and finite intersections (ii) satisfies 
Z2 ( ) such that for each closed set F of X and 
each x ( F , there is an N € N with x € Nand 
Each Alexandroff se is a normal see 
1.4 The aXloms Zl - Z4 for the zero-sets of an 
Alexandroff space X translate (via complements) to 
axioms which characterise the cozero-sets X. We 
shall find it appropriate in chapter 3 to refer to the 
cozero-set structure of X , and we denote by SU X • 
1.5 Functions between Alexandroff spaces for which 
pre of cozero-s~ts (zero-sets) are cozero-sets 
(respectively, zero-sets) are called coz-maps. The 
Alexandroff spaces and coz-maps are the objects and . 
morphisms of the category Alex. The col lon of all 
1 
coz-maps between Alexandroff spaces X and Y lS 
denoted by Alex(X,Y). In particular we abbreviate 
Alex(X,Fz ) to A(X). We note that A(X) lS an 
algebra of functions (in the sense of Hager [1969]). 
An Alexandroff space X lS pseudocompact if each coz-
map of A(X) is bounded. 
1.6. Theorem (Gordon [1971]) If (X,t) is an 
AZexandroff space~ then 
t = {Zf: f E A (X)} , 
We note that this result is contained in the duality 
of Steiner and Steiner ([1970], 4 0 3), 
1.7 Dropping the separation aXlom Z4 we obtain a 







Thus for any class of palrs (fa.,Ya.) of functions 
on a set S to Ya. E Zeno , there lS an X E Ze~o 
a 
underlying set S satisfying 
Each fa.: X -+ Ya. lS a coz-mapo 
Whenever W E Ze~o and coz-maps ga.: W -+ Ya. 
function k are gl\i'en such that fa. k = ga. for 
a. , then k is a coz-map. 
Such an X lS called initiaZ for the glven class of 
(f ,Y ) • 
a. a. 
The zero-sets of X are precisely 
5 
1 
those sets which are countable intersections of finite 
unions of preimages of zero-sets of the Ya under the 
fa 
We call an object (X,~) coarser than (X,W) (or 
(X,W) finer than (X,~)) if leW The initial 
structure on X above ~s the coarsest for which (1) 
is satisfiede 
The initial Ze~o-object X above will be an 
Alexandroff space if and only if the class . {f } 
a 
distinguishes points. 
1.8 It is well known that every topological category 
is cotopological. Thus Ze~o admits coinitial structures. 
Theorem Let (Ya,ga) be a class of pairs of functions 
ga from. Ya E Ze~o to a given set S . Let ;; be the 
family of aZl functions f on S to JR such that 
fg E Z elLo (Y .IJR ) for each a The following are a a z 
equivaZent for X E Ze~o with underZying set S : 
(1) X is coinitial for the (Y ,g) a a 
(2) X is initial for the (f,JR ) with f E ;; 
z 
(3) Z e~o (X ,JR ) :;: ;} . 
z 
Ze~o, being topological over En~, is complete, 
and cocomplete. A subspace X of an Alexandroff space 
6 
1 
Y is a subset of Y with the initial structure for 
(i,Y) where i is the inclusion function (i.e. 
restriction of zero-sets). An embedding f is an 
initial map that distinguishes points. 
1.9 Alex is epi-reflective in Ze40 (being productive 
and hereditary) and is thus also complete. A coz-map 
is an epimorphism if and only if it is dense (for the 
underlying topology). The closed embeddings in Alex 
coincide with the extreme monomorphisms. Alex is well -
and cowell-powered and it follows that an epireflective 
subcategory of Alex is one which is productive and 
closed-hereditary. 
1.10 Theorem Every Alexandroff space X ~s initial 
for the set of all pairs (f~F) with f E Alex(X,~ ) • 
z z 
1.11 Corollary Every Alexandroff space X is embedded 




2. Some functorial relationships between Tych, Aiex 
and Un-i6. 
The symbols F, R, G, Hand U will have a fixed 
meaning throughout the sequel. 
2.1 The underlying topology of an Alexandroff space, 
taking zero-sets as a base for the closed sets, is 
delivered by a forgetful functor F: Aiex ~ Tych • 
When FX = Y we say the Tychonoff space Y admits the 
Alexandroff space X. The zero-sets of the continuous 
functions on a Tychonoff space Y satisfy Z1 - Z4 In 
1.1. The associated Alexandroff space is denoted RY 
and defines a functor R: Tych ~ Aiex which is the 
unique section (i.e. right inverse) to FoR delivers 
the finest admissible structure on Y and is left 
adjoint to F. RY is initial for the set of all 
pairs (f,~z) with f € C(X) (Gilmour [1974]). Thus 
Tych is embedded as a fullbicoreflective subcategory 
of Aiex. The Alexandroff spaces X for which X = RFX 
will be called fine. 
2.2 A result that we use frequently is 
Theorem (Hager [1974]) A Tyahonoff spaae X admits 
a unique A lexandroff struature if and on ly if X is,' 
either Lindelof or almost aompaat. 
1 
In particular ~ , the real line with its usual 
topology,admits only 
An amuslng consequence of the previous theorem 
is the following : 
Corollary Let X be a Tychanaff space. The following 
are equivalent : 
(1) X is Lindelof 
(2) X x Y admits a unique Alexandraff structure for 
each compact Hausdorff Y 
(3) X x eX admits a unique Alexandroff structure. 
·Proof The implications (1) ... (2) ... (3) are trivial. 
(3) ... (1) If X x aX is Lindelof, so is X. 
Otherwise X x eX is almost compact, hence pseudocompact 
so that e(X x aX) = aX x aX and 
1 ~ card «(eX x aX) , (X x aX» = card (aX' X).cardCaX) 
so that card(aX, X) = 0 and X is compact. 
2.3 The functor F preserves initiality and 
consequently preserves products and closed subspaces 
(extreme monomorphisms)Q Thus as a special case of 
a result of Brummer ([ 1971], 1. 9.2) we have 
9 
1 
Proposition Let S be an epireflective subcategory 
of Tych. The fuZZ subcategory of Alex consisting of 
those AZexandroff spaces X for which FX € S ~ is 
epireflective in Alex. 
Examples (1) The compact Tychonoff spaces lift to 
the compact Alexandroff spaces. We denote the associated 
epireflector in Alex by S No confusion should arise 
with the Stone-~ech epireflector S in Tych. The 
following properties are easily verified 
(i) R S ~ SR (: Tych + Atex) I 
(ii) FSX ~ BFX if and only if X 1S a fine 
Alexandroff space, 
(i ) Rand F restrict to an equivalence between 
the categories Comp Alex of compact Alexandroff 
spaces and Comp Tych, of compact Tychonoff 
spaces. 
(2) The Alexandroff spaces with realcompact topology 
form an epireflective subcategory of Alex. The 
assoc ed epireflector is denoted by Ut' and is 
studied in section 4 of chapter 2. 
There is another class of Alexandroff spaces~ called 
reaZcompact and introduced in chapter 2 section 1, that 
is epireflective in Alex. The corresponding epireflector 
is denoted by u. The context will ensure that this 
notation is not confused with that for the Hewitt 
realcompact epireflector in Tych. 
10 
1 11 
2.4 There is a one-to-one correspondence beTween the 
cozero-sets of X and its Tychonoff reflection which 
will be an isomorphism of the corresponding lattices of 
cozero-sets (in the sense of chapter 3). 
2.5 Let:R denote the real line with the standard su 
(metric) uniformity. The functor G from the category 
of separated uniform spaces and uniformly continuous 
maps Un~6 to Alex, assigns to each uniform space Y the 
A1exandroff space with the zero-sets of the uniformly 
continuous (bounded) functions on Y to :Rsu for 
zero-sets. 
There are two right inverses of G with which we 
shall be concerned 
(1) U: Alex -). Un.i6 , where UX is initial for the set 
of alI pairs with f E Ale.x(X,:R ) , 
z 
(2) H: Alex -).Un~n , where the countable coz-covers 
(i.e. cozero-set covers) of an A1exandroff space X 
are a basis for the uniform covers of HX (Hager (1974]). 
2.6 Let aY denote the (topologically) fine 
coreflection, and yYtne completion of a uniform 
space Y. Let A be a class of uniform spaces. 
1 
Definition (Hager [1974]) A uniform space X is 
A-fine if for every uniform space Y in A • each 
uniformly continuous map f: X ~ Y factors through aY. 
A uniform space is separable if it has a basis of 
countable covers. The category of separable ~-fine 
spaces (where H. is the class of metric uniform spaces) 
is denoted by SMF. For every Alexandroff space X, 
HX E SMF . Indeed : 
Theorem (Hager [1974]) The functors Hand G 
restrict to an isomorphism of the categories Atex and 
S.IlF • 
2.7 Two technical results 
Theorem (Gordon [1971]) ,.Uu ~ yU 
lemma (Hager [1974]) If X is a separable uniform 
space then X has a basis of countable zero-set aovers 
(the zero-sets bein~ zero-sets of functions in 
U 11,(. 6 (X ,lR » . su 
2.8 Those A-fine spaces which are not necessarily 
separable have been studied extensivelY by Froltk {1974 , 
a,b], [1976]; Rice [1975], [1976]; Villmovsky [1973] 
and Hager [1979]. See especially the survey article of 
Frol!k [1977] and the seminar notes sus [1973-4]. 
12 
1 
In greater generality than SMF we have the 
coz-fine spaces: A uniform space X is a02-fine if 
for each uniform space Y, Uni6(X,Y) = Alex(GX,GY) • 
In Uni6, each coz-fine space is M-fine, but not 
conversely. In separable uniform spaces the concepts 
are equivalent. 
We note that the functor G: Uni6 ~ Alex does not 
have a left adjoint (Hager [1977]). We have the 
analogue of A-fine in Alex (see chapter 2), 'the fine 
functor being RF: Alex ~ Alex. This can of course 
be expressed in SMF. However the "fine" functor in 
this situation is HRFG (resticted to SMF) which is 
not a restriction of the (topologically) fine functor a, 
13 
CHAPTER 2 
Realcompact Alexandroff Spaces 
2 15 
1. Realcompact Alexandroff Spaces and Wallman 
Realcompactifications 
Realcompactness for an Alexandroff space (X,l) is 
defined (firstly by Gordon [1971] in analogy with the 
concept in topology) in terms of the convergence of 
certain ultrafilters on l - the peaZ ~-uttpafiZtep8 
(that is those l-ultrafilters which are closed under 
countable intersection - equivalently, having the 
countable intersection property). 
1.1 Definitions An Alexandroff space (X,~) is 
pealaompaat if each real l-ultrafilter F is fi~ed 
(i. e. n F * 0 ). 
If Y ~s realcompact and X is densely embedded 
~n Y, then we call Y a peaZaompaatifiaation of X • 
1.2 Examples (a) RX is realcompact for each 
real compact Tychonoff space X: RX and X have the 
same zero-sets. 
(b) (Ala and Shapiro [1969], A. ~ Hager) An 
Alexandroff space may have realcompact topology without 
being realcompact. Let A be the a-algebra generated 
by the countable subsets of ~ .. Then (~,A) is an 
Alexandroff space which is not realcompact : the real 
A-ultrafilter comprising all the co-countable subsets 
is not fixed. However F(~,A) is discrete. 
2 
1.3 The full subcategory Realcompact Alex of real-
compact Alexandroff spaces is reflective in Alex, 
(Gilmour [1974]). We shall denote the epireflection of 
the Alexandroff space (X,l) on Realcompact Alex by 
v(X,t) and, where no confusion should arise, by vX. 
In the construction of vX given below, we shall use a 
notation similar to that of Ala and Shapiro [1974]. The 
relationship between v(X,t) and the Wallman real-
compactification p(X,l) of a Tychonoff space X 
(more precisely F(X,l» with Alexandroff base l 
then becomes evident. 
1.4 For an Alexandroff space (X,t) let lV denote 
the collection of all sets of the form 
ZV = {F: F a real t-ultrafilter containing Z} 
where Z € 1, Then 1,v satisfies the axioms Zl - 24 
for the zero-sets of an Alexandroff space (ibid. 5.21 (10». 
Denote the set of all real l-ultrafilters on X, with 
the ZV for, zero-sets, by Vex,!) . 
1.5 Lemma . v Whenever @i= {Z } 
a 
v(X,l), then 
1,-uZtrafiZte'1' on X. 
Proof Let then 
in turn are both in ~ • 
is a '1'eaZ· 
s = {Z } 
a 





U z~ (ZI n U S € ZI n :: Z2 ) €@i and ZI n Z2 € . 
Whenever A € ~ with Z € S and A ::I Z then ZU Co AU 
and AU €§. Thus A € S . Since 0 ( @3 , 0 € S . 
S is thus a filter. S is maximal 
Suppose H ::IS and A € H , A ( S . Then A meets 
each Z € S and AO meets each ZO (Z € S) . . 
For if AO n ZO :: 0 then (A n Z)O :: 0 , that is, no 
real ~-ultrafilter ,contains A n Z . If A n Z 'f. 0 , 
with x E A n Z ) then the point ~-ultrafilter F)t 
t d b .. (A n Z)O genera e y x 1S 1n thus A n Z :: 0 
By maximali ty of @3, A ° E €) and A f. S giving the 
necessary contradiction. S 1S real: If {Za } is a 
n 
countable sequence in S then (n Za )0 :: n (Z )0 I: 0 n Cl.n 
since (Cj is real; thus n Z 
Cl.n 
'f. 0 
1.6 As a result of the above, we conclude 
Proposition O(X,~) is a pealcompactifioation of (X,~). 
Proof Whenever @3 :: . {Z o} is any real ZO-ultrafilter 
CI. 
on o(X,Z) , then S :: {Z } is a real Z-ultrafilter on 
CI. 
X 0 Moreover S € ZO , 
CI. 
for all CI. Thus S € n€:i 
and @3 1S fixed. It follows that (X, Z ) is realcompact. 
It is straightforward to show that the mapping 
2 
i-ultrafilter generated by x is a dense embedding 
in Alex. 
1. 7 Theorem The embedding9 x= (X,Z) 4 u(X,Z) 
defines an epi-refleation of Alex onto the flell 
subaategory of realaompaat Alexandroff spaaes. 
Proof (X,i) 
Given (Y,W) realcompact 
If F is a real i-ultrafilter 
and f 








f~F) = {Z E W: f- 1 (Z) € F} is a real W-ultrafilter 
Y (Note: 
#. 
t-ultrafilters in . f does not preserve 
on 
general (Gillman and Jerison. [1960] 4H(Z», but f# does 
preserve prime i-filters and every prime J~ilter that is 
closed under countable intersections is a real t-ultra-
filter (cf. Blair [1976], 2.3).) 
Since (Y,W) isrealcompact we may define 
..... 
f: U(X,l) ~ (Y,W) by 




Property Z4 ensures that f is well-defined and 
... ... # 
(f 0 ex )(x) = f(f ) = n f (f ) = f(x) • x x that 
If \'1 E W then 
£-1 (W) ; {F: f a real ~-ultrafilter on X with 
W E f#(f)} 
= {F! f a real ~-ul trafil ter on X with 
r 1 (W) € f} 
= (r'nJ»u E ~u • 
.... 
Then f is a coz-map and moreover is the unique 
extension of f, since ex is epi. 
1.8 (1) As a consequence of 1.7, u(X,l) may be 
identified with the corresponding construct of Gordon 
[1971]. (See Gilmour [1974]). 
(2) An Alexandroff space (X,~) is compact if every 
covering by cozero-sets admits a finite subcover. 
Equivalently the underlying topology is compact. By 
considering aZZ ~-ultrafilters in the above construction 
and making the necessary changes we obtain the compact 
epi-reflection S(X,i) of (X,l) in Alex (see 
Alexandroff [1941], Gordon [1971], Gilmour [1974]). 
1.9 As in the case for Tychonoff spaces (Gillman and 
Jerison [1960], 8.4) the points of uX , for an 
Alexandroff space X, may be identified with those 
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points x of BX for which f*(x) finite for every 
coz-map f: X -+ :Rz ' where f* is the Stone extension of 
f from BX into :R* z , the one point compactification 
of :R . One approach is via the observation that the 
zero-sets of BX are countable intersections of closures 
ln BX of zero-sets of X (ibid. 6E (3 )). For a nlce 
exposition for the topological case see Walker [1974], 1.53. 
1.10 Theorem The realcompact AZexandroff spaces 
comprise the epi-refZective huZl of :Rz in Alex. 
Proof As Realeompact Alex is an epi-reflective 
subcategory of Alex, each closed subspace of a product 
of copies of the realcompact space :R , is realcompact 
(1.1.9 ). 
Conversely, let X be realcompact. The continuous 
functions g: FeX -+:R distinguish points and closed 
sets and hence also distinguish points. Also 
Alex (BX ,:Rz ) = Tych (FBX ,:R). Moreover each continuous 
f*: FeX -+:Rl is the Stone extension of some bounded 
coz-map f: eX +:Rz • Thus the set of all coz-maps 
f*: eX +:Rl distinguishes points and closed sets and 
distinguishes points. Then_the evaluation map 
e: ex + (:Ri)A(X) is an embedding in Tych and, with 
compactness of domain and codomain, an embedding in Alex. 
e(eX) is closed in eR:)AeX). From the description of 
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uX in 1.9, X then is embedded via ax as a closed 
subspace of ~A(X) 
z • 
1.11 It is not surprising that the compact Alexandroff 
spaces comprise the epi-reflective hull in A.f.ex of the 
unit interval [0~1] with the subspace structure induced 
by ~z This follows immediately from the corresponding 
and well-known result in Tych. 
1.12 The following result has been proved, in 
equivalent situations, .by Isbell [1958], Hager [1969], 
[1974], Steiner and Steiner [1970] and Al~ and Shapiro 
[1974]. A very simple and direct proof was given by 
Salbany [1974]. 
Proposition The undeplying topology of each 
realcompact Alexandpo!! space is peaZcompact. 
1.13 The above result may also be quickly obtained 
as a corollary to 1.10 which states that each realcompact 
Alexandroff space is a closed subspace of a product 
of copies of mz • Fpreserves products and subspaces 
and as is well-known the epi-reflective hull of ~ in 
Tych is the full subcategory of realcompact spaces. 
Hence Proposition 1.12. 
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1.14 In their construction of the \vallman realcompacti-
fiction p(X,l) of a topological space X with a strong 
delta normal (= Alexandroff) base l, Ala and Shapiro 
[1974] showed that (our notation) ZU forms a base for 
the closed sets of p(X,Z). Hence the identity: 
Fu = p 
In the case of the Wallman compactification w(X,l), 
it is well-known that this is ~ Hausdorff compactification 
when l is a normal base for X (Frink [1964]) - in 
this circumstance w(X,~) is called the Wallman-Frink 
compactification of X for the base l. Alexandroff 
[1941] had shown that a Hausdorff compactification is 
obtained when l is an Alexandroff base for X. In 
this more restrictive setting (see 1.15(2) below) we 
obtain. from 1.8(2) the identity 
Fa = w 
We may thus regard p and w as functors 
Ale.x ~ Tyc.h • 
1.15 (1) If X = (~,A) , A the a-algebra 
generated by the countable subsets of ~ (see 1.2(b», 
then the only free real A-ultrafilter is that consisting 
of all cocountable subsets of ~: We firstly show that 
no free real A-ultrafilter F on X can contain a 
countable set. Suppose A is countable and a member 
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of F For each a E A , there exists Ba € F such 
that a 4: Ba (otherwise F is fixed) • Then B = n B aEA a 
is a zero-set of X and A n B = 0 • But if F is real 
then B E F giving the necessary contradiction. 
Thus every real free A-ultrafilter has only co-
countable sets as members. Every co-cotintable set meets 
every other co-countable set so maximality ensures 
uniqueness. 
FX is discrete of Ulam non-measurable cardinality 
and hence a realcompact Tychonoff space. uX is not 
discrete and uX' X consists of one point. 
This then is an example of a space X whose 
Wallman-Frink realcompactification PX ~ FuX is di~tinct 
from its Hewitt realcompactification uFX. 
(2) It was a long standing question of Frink [1964], 
whether every compactification of a Tychonoff space X is 
a Wallman-Frink compactification (for' some normal base 
on X). This question has been answered in the negative 
by Ul'janov (1977). 
Here we give an example (in the more restricted 
setting) of a compactification Y of an Alexandroff 
space X which is not B(X,l) for any admissible 
Alexandroff structure l on rx, yet FY = ~(FX,N) 
for some normal base N of FX. 
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The one point compactification ~* of ~ admits 
a unique Alexandroff space Y. Then Ylm = ~z ' for ~ 
admits a unique Alexandroff structure (1.2.2 ) and F 
preserves subspaces ( 1.2.3 ). Clearly Y is not 
isomorphic to roR z (for ~* is not isomorphic to e~)o 
Brooks [1967] has shown that the collection N of all 
zero-sets of continuous functions constant on the 
complement of some compact subset of ~ forms a normal 
base on m , and w(~, N) is m* • 
~* is of course a realcompactification of ~ 
distinct from p(~z) ~ ~. In general (Steiner and 
Steiner [1970]) a realcompact Tychonoff space X which 
admits a unique Alexandroff base will be homeomorphic 
to its only Wallman realcompactification, uX. 
1016 Proposition Ru :!! uR 
Proof RuX 1S realcompact for each space X. We show 
that RuX has the universal property reserved for uRX • 























Then FY is realcompact (1.12) and there exists 
a unique g with g.TX = Ff where TX is the natural 
embedding X'-- UX . Then Rg: RuX -+ RFY and as RFY 
~s finer than Y we have the required extension of f 
which is unique as RTX is epi. 
1.17 Corollary p R 9!! U 
L 18 The following remarkable results of Gordon [1971] 
will be used repeatedly in the sequel. A proof of (1) 
for the case of a product with a finite number of factors 
is given in 3.4.14 and for the unrestricted case in 
3.4.23 which follows quickly from (2) which is proved 
in 3.4.22. 
fl) The Alex-produot of any number of pseudooompaot 
Alexandroff spaoes is again pseudooompaot. 
(2) u distributeso'ver arbitrary Alex-produots. 
Since F preserves products, we may conclude from (2) 
and 1.14: 
2 
Theorem The functor p: Alex + Tych preserves 
arbitrary produats. 
1.19 An Alexandroff space (X,~) is pseudocompact 
if and only if u(X,~) = e(X,l) (Gordon [1971])0 
Compact spaces admit unique Alexandroff structure. Thus 
(X,~) is pseudocompact if and only if p (X,l) = w(X,l). 
Each pseudocompact Tychonoff space X admits only 
pseudocompact Alexandroff structures. Hence, if X is 
a pseudocompact Tychonoff space then p(X,l) = w(X,l) 
for every Alexandroff base l 0 The space G of 
Gillman and Jerison (h960], 9.15 ) is pseudocompactwith 
G x G not pseudocompacto Then RG x RG a 
pseudocompact Alexandroff space (by 1.18(1» and 
p(RG x RG) = w(RG x RG) 0 Note that R(G x G) is not 
pseudocompact so that this example shows that R does 
not preserve products. 
We shall prove in 3.4.19 the result of Hager [1969] 
that every compactification of a pseudo compact Tychonoff 
space X is a Wallman-Frink compactification (in fact 
for an Alexandroff base on X). 
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2. Realcompact~fine Alexandroff Spaces 
Our terminology 1S motivated by that of Hager [197 ll]. 
2.1 Definition An Alexandroff space X is 
pealcompact-fine if for each realcompact Alexandroff 
space Y, each coz-map f: X ~ Y factors through RFY 
202 It can be easily proved that in the. above definition 
we need only consider those coz-maps which are onto 
realcompact Y (Heldermann [1980], Hager [1974], 
Villmovsky [1973]). 
2.3 Let r(X,l) (usually abbreviated rX) denote the 
restriction of RFu(X,l) to X. From the definition 
of Rand 1.14, the zero-sets of rX are precisely the 
zero-sets of pX restricted to X. Blasco [1979].cal1s 
(in our notation) the Alexandroff base l complete if 
(X,l) ; r(X,l). As we shall see in 2.6 (X,l) is 
realcompact-fine if and only if l is complete. 
We also note that FrX; FX for every Alexandroff space X. 
204 Theorem u(rX) = RFuX fop each Alexand~off space X • 
Proof RFuX is a realcompactification of rX. It 
will suffice (Gordon [1971]; see 3.4.21) to show that 
each non-empty zero-set of RFuX meets rX. This 
2 
follows immediately form the result of Alo and Shapiro 
([1974], 5.16) which shows that for any X, FX is 
2.5 Corollary (Blasco [1979]) p(rX) = pX for eaah 
Alexandroff spaae X 
2.6 Theorem The following are equivalent for an 
Alexandroffspaae x: 
(1) X is realaompaat-fine 
(2) X ~ rX 
(3) uX is fine 
(4) RFY is a realaompaatifiaation of X for eaah 
realaompaatifiaation Y of X 
(5) (3FuX ~ FeX ( i. e. (3 p X e! Il)X ). 
Proof (1) ~ (4) If the realcompact-fine X is 
embedded in the realcompactification Y, with embedding 
q: X ~ Y say, then m: X ~ RFY is a coz-map, where 
1m = q and i: RFY ~ Y 1S the identity. Clearly m 
distinguishes points and m is initial because im = q is. 
(4) ... (3) If (4) holds then RFuX is a realcompactifi-
cation of X which has the universal property reserved 
for uX The implication n(3) z$ (2)" is trivial. 0 




extends to f: uX ~Y . The RFf to rX 
gives the required factor X ~ RFY of f , since X ~ rX . 
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The equivalence of (2) and (5) for their particular 
settings was given first by Hager ([ 1969], 1.2) and later 
by Blasco [1979]. A simple proof uses the commutativity 
of Rover B. We delay the proof however until 3.4.6. 
2.7 Examples (1) Each realcompact realcompact-fine 
Alexandroff space is fine (e.g. use 2.6(3». Each fine 
Alexandroff space is realcompact-fine; the converse is 
false (e.g. see (3) below). 
(2) If E denotes the Sorgenfrey line then RE x RE 
is realcompact, but not fine: the set 
A = {(x,y) E E x E: y ~ x} is a cozero-set of E x E 
(i.e. of R(E x E» but is not a cozero-set of RE x RE • 
Thus the product of realcompact-fine (even fine) 
Alexandroff spaces need not be realcompact-fine. 
We show below that if a product of Alexandroff 
spaces is realcompact-fine then the factor spaces are 
realcompact-fine (2.9). 
(3) The members of a a-algebra B on a set X may be 
taken as the zero-sets for an Alexandroff space eX,S). 
If B consists of the Borel sets of m or of the 
Lebesgue measurable sets of -m ,then em,S) is not 
realcompact-~ine (Blasco [1979]1 If A is the 
a-algebra generated by the countable subsets of m , 
then (m,A) is realcompact-fine: F cm,A) is Lindelof. 
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CR,A) 1S neither realcompact nor fine. The underlying 
topology of each of the above three spaces is the 
discrete topology on m . 
(4) If X is a pseudocompact Alexandroff space then 
uX = aX and hence X is realcompact-fine. Indeed 
every pseudocompact Tychonoff space admits only real-
compact-fine Alexandroff structur·es. The converses 
to both the above statements are false. Consider ~ 
with the usual structures in both instances. 
(5) Trivially, a discrete Alexandroff space is real-
compact-fine. Thus the image of a realcompact-fine 
space need not be realcompact-fine. 
2.8 Proposition If X x Y is a fine Alexandraff 
space then X and Yare fine. 
Proof Since X x Y is fine and F preserves 
products, it is clear that X x Y = RFX x RFY 
Restriction of cozero-sets then shows that X = RFX and 
Y = RFY . 
2.9 Corollary If is a realcampact-fine 
Alexandraff space then X and Yare realcampact-fine. 
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Proof If X x Y is realcompact-fine then u(X x Y) 
is fine (2.6). Thus uX x uY is fine (1.18). From 
2.8, uX and uY are fine, and reapplying 206, X 
and Yare realcompact-fine. 
2010 Proposition The Alexand~off space rX is 
initial fo~ the class of all pai:rs (f,RFY) bJith Y 
~ealcompaet and f € Ai ex ( X , Y ) • 
Proof Immediate from definition 2.3. 
2.11 Proposition 
in A.e.ex.. 
The following diagram is a pull-back 
rX ~~----------+ RFuX 
1 1 
(* ) 
X _c __________ -+> uX 
The ho:rizontal a:r~OW8 a:re the ~e8peetive embeddings. 
The ve~tical a:r:rOW8 a~e the :respeetive identity funations. 
Proof Clearly the diagram (*) commutes, 
k 
Suppose B , • RFuX 
R. 
1 1 
X , " uX commutes. 
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Then, for each f: X ~ Y with Y realcompact, the 
diagram 
k RFf 
B • RFuX ~ RFY 
t I ~:X-~f'__ I 
X ----4,~ Y 
f 
... 
commutes, where f is the Hewitt extension for f and 
the arrow RFY ~ Y is the identity function. 
In particular RFf. k: B ~ RFY isa coz-map, and 
coincides as function with the function f. t. By the 
initiality of rX (see 2.10 above), t and k factor 
(uniquely) through rX as required. 
2.12 As is to be expected (Hager [1974], Vilimovsky 
[1973] and Rice [1973]) we have: 
Co ro 11 a ry The cOl'l'espondence X ~ rX defines a 
coreflection of A£ex onto the full subaategory of 
reaZaompact-fine Ale~androff spaces. 
Proof From 204, rX is realcompact-fine. If Y is 




Y ~c ________________ ~ uY = RFuY , , , ~ , / , / 
~X c~ ________ +) RFuX ~ 
1 1 
x ~--------~ uX 
commutes, where u(f) (the Hewitt extension of f from 
uY to uX) factors through RFuX, asuY is fine. 
Apply 2.11 to obtain the unique factorization of f 
through rX 0 
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3. Some Applications 
3.1 Theorem Let X and Y be Tyahonoff spaaes. 
Then~ u(X x Y) ~ uX x uY if and onZy if 
r(RX x RY) ~ R(X x Y) . 
Proof Necessity. Applying 1.16 and 1.18(2) 
RFu(RX x RY) = R(FuRX x FuRY) = R(uX x uY) 
= Ru(X x Y) by assumption 
= uR(X x Y) 
Restrict to X x Y . 
Sufficiency. u(X x Y) = FuR(X x Y) 
= Fur(RX x RY) by assumption 
= Fu (RX x RY) by 2.4 
= uX x uY applying 1.16 and 
1.18(2). 
The condition r(RX x RY) ~ R(X x Y) is quickly 
seen to be equivalent to the condition of Blair that 
X x Y be z-embedded in uX x uY . 
3.2 We have already noted that RX x RY and R(X x Y) 
may differ (1.19 or 2~7(2». Another example: If X 
is uncountably infinite and discrete, then RX x RX is 
not discrete. The diagonal· {(x,x): x € X} is not a 
cozero-set. 
2 
A sufficient condition for RX x RY to be fine 
(and thus equal R(X x Y» is that ax x 8Y be 
C*-embedded in S(X x Y) ; informally -
a(X x Y) = SX x 8Y (Blair and Hager [1977] and 
independently Gilmour [1978]). The condition is however 
not necessary: Consider ~ x Y , for any infinite 
compact space Y. a does not distribute over ~ x Y 
as neither factor space is finite nor is the product 
pseudocompact (Glicksberg [1959]). Being Lindelof 
~ x Y admits a unique Alexandroff structure. 
3.3 
Then 
Theorem Let X 
R(X x Y) = RX x RY 
and Y be Tyahonoff spaaes. 
if and only if RX x RY 
is realaompaat-fine and u(X x Y) ~ uX x uY • 
Proof Sufficiency follows immediately from 3.1. 
Necessity. Under the hypothesis RX x RY is fine and 
hence realcompact-fine. That the hypothesis implies 
that u(X x Y) ~ oX x oY is known (Blair and Hager 
[1977], Gilmour [1978]). A simple proof follows 
o(X x Y) = FRu(X x Y) = FoR(X x Y) 
= Fo(RX x RY) (by hypothesis) 
= oX x oY • 
. Blair and Hager [1977] proved 
R(X x Y) = RX x RY if and only if X x Y is z-embedded 
in aX x 8Y (cf. the comment after 3.1). This follows 
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quickly since one always has (i) R(aX x SY) = eRX x eRY 
(ii) R commutes with B 
We remark that the proofs of both 3.1 and 3.3 hold 
fop arbitrary products. 
3.4 We draw special attention to the paper of Ohta 
[1978] from which the following result is taken. 
Theorem The following are equivalent for a Tychonoff 
space X. 
(1) X is locally compact with a countable base 
(2) X x Y is z-embedded in eX x SY for each space Y 
(3) R(X x Y) :: RX x RY for each space Y. 
3.5 The next result characterises those Alexandroff 
bases l for which p(X,l):: uX • 
Theorem Let X be an· Alexandroff space. 
FuX ~ uFX if and only if rX .is fine. 
Proof If rX is fine, then rX = RFrX :: RFX (see 
2.3) and thus FuX :: J'u(rX) (applying 2.4) 
:: Fu(RFX) ::. uFX. (applying 1.16). 
Conversely, u(rX) :: RFuX (applying 2.4) 
:: RuFX by assumption 
:: uRFX (applying 1.16). 
Restrict to X . 
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3.6 Proposition An Alexandroff spaae Y is 
realaompaat if and only if FY is realaompaat and rY 
is fine. 
Proof Straightforward. 
The Alexandroff space Y = (~,A) of 2.7(3) has FY 
realcompact. rY = Y is not fine. 
Problem Characterise those Tychonoff spaces X for 
which all admissible Alexandroff structures l have 
r(X,~) fine. This class contains all Lindelof spaces 
and all almost compact spaces; for Hager [1974] has 
characterised these as the spaces which admit a unique 
Alexandroff structure (which is then fine). 
3.7 Necessary and sufficient conditions for the 
extension of continuous functions on a Tychonoff space 
X to p(x,l) , for a given Alexandroff base l , have 
been obtained by Bentley and Naimpally [1974] and Blasco 
[1979]. Formulated in Alex we have the result, with 
simple proof: 
Proposition Given an Alexandroff base ~ on the 
Tyahonoff spaae X # a real-valued aontinuous funation 
f on X aan be extended to p(X,l) if and only if 
f: r(X,l) ~ ~z is a a02-map. 
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Proof Sufficiency. If f: r(X,l) + ~ then there 
z 
exists a unique extension. g of f with g: ur (X, l) + ~ • 
z 
Then Fg: Fur(X,l) = FuX + ~ extends Ff uniquely. 
Necessity. The hypothesis implies that f extends 
to a coz-map Rp(X,l) + ~ 
z 
Restrict to X. 
A comparison of the above proposition with the 
result of Bentley and Naimpally ([1974], Theorem 6) 
leads to the following characterization of their concept 
of an w-map (in our setting) : 
A continuous map f: (X,l) + (Y,W) is an w-map 
if and only if f: r(X,l) + r(Y,W) is a coz-map. 
3.8 Consider the three related problems : 
(I) Find a constpuctive method fop obtaining rX 
fpom X. 
This problem was raised by Blasco [1979]. 
(II) Find an intepnal# set theopetic method fop 
obtaining RFX fpom X 
(III) Find a constpuctive method fop obtaining the set 
C(FX) of all continuous functions on X fpom the 
algebpa A(X) of all coz-functions on X. 
The latter problem was discussed by Hager [1969] (see 
also other papers cited there). 
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The solution of (II) will (via 2011 say) give a 
solution fo~ (I); . In section 6 of chapter 3 we give 
a solution, in a certain sense, fo~ (11)0 
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4. Topologically realcompact Alexandroff spaces 
It was observed in 2.7(3) that an Alexandroff space 
need not be realcompact in order to have realcompact 
topology. We introduce 
4.1 Definition An Alexandroff space X is topoZogir!aZZlI 
peaZaompaat if it has realcompact topology (i.e. FX is 
realcompact). Trivially, X is topologically 
realcompact if and only if RFX is realcompact. 
The full subcategory of all topologically realcompact 
Alexandroff spaces is epi-reflective in Alex ( 1.2.3 ). 
Denote the corresponding epi-reflector by U t and the 
unit of the adjunction by A We indicate that 




4.2 Proposition Evepy AZexandpoff spaae X is 
embedded as a dense subspaae of utX 
Proof 
units of the respective reflections. Since UX is 
topologically realcompact (1.12), ex extends (uniquely) 
to a coz-map ax eo· that Since is 
an embedding, this implies that Ax is an embedding. 
2 
Since each realcompact Alexandroff space is 
topologically realcompact, u(utX) has the universal 
property of uX and utX is naturally embedded in 
4.3 The following theorem is due to Comfort and 
Herrlich [1976] who state it and give an elegant proof 
for it in the setting of Hausdorff topological spaces. 
Their proof carries over with only the necessary small 
changes to Alex. Let ~V denote, for a subcategory 
V of Alex, all those Alexandroff spaces X for which 
there exists Y E V with X a subspace of Y . 
uX • 
Theorem Let V and E be epi-peflective subaategopies 
of Alex with pefZeatops d and e pespeativeZy. If 
VeE c ~ and X~Y E ~V 
then e(x x y) = eX x eY • 
with d(X x Y) = dX x dy 
404 Corollary Fop any AZexandpoff spaaes X and Y 
U (X x y) = U X x U Y 
t t t 
Proof We need only observe the following facts and 
apply 403. 
(i) Every realcompact. Alexandroff space is topologically 
realcompact. 




(iii) U distributes over products 0 
4.5 With a similar proof to that of 1.16, Ru ~ utR 
and consequently utR ~ uR , and u coincide 
on "topological spacesfto Indeed u and u
t 
coincide 
on the larger class consisting of the (topologically 
realcompact) - fine Alexandroff spaces. 
We call an Alexandroff space X (topologically 
realcomp4ct)-fine if for each topologically realcompact 
Alexandroff space Y, each coz-map f: X ~ Y factors 
through RFY 0 
Clearly, each fropologically realcompact)-fine 
space realcompact-fine. The converse is 
Denote by r X the res 
t 
RFu X to X. We omit the proofs of the 
t 
lse - take 
ion of 
1 1 m,ling 
results - they are identical to the analogues in 
section 20 
Theorem The following are equivalent fop an AZexandroff 
space X 
(1) X is (topoldgically realcompact)-fine 
(2) X ~ rtX 
(3) utX is fine 
(4) RFY is a (topologically realcompact)-ification of 
X for each (topologically realcompact)-ification 
Y of x. 
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4.6 Proposition The Alexandroff space rtX is 
initial for the class of all pairs (f~Y) with Y 
topologically realcomp~ct and f E Atex(X,Y) 0 
4.7 Proposition The follo~ing diagram is a pull-back 
in Atex 
rtX C RFu X t 
1 1 
X c: u X 
t 
The horizontal arrows are the ~espective embeddings. 
The vertical arrows are the respective identity functions. 
4.8 Corollary The correspondence X f--.+r X defines a 
t 
coreflection of Atex onto the full subcategory of 
(topologically realcompact)-fine Alexandraff spaces. 
409 If X is (topologically realcompact)-fine then 
u X 
t is fine 
(4 0 5) and u X t is realcompacto Consequently 
if X = rtX then utX = uX The converse 18 false: 
ut(RE x RE) = u(RE x RE) but RE x RE 1S not 
(topologically realcompact)~fine (207(2)). 
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1 Preliminaries 
1.1 Oefi ni ti on A a-frame is a lattice L which has 
all countable joins and finite meets, possesses a 
atest clement 1 and a least element a and 
satisfies the d tribution lavJ X A V x n = V X A X n 
(n E I ,countable). A homomorphism between a-frames 
1S a map prescrving countable joins, nite meets, 
a and 1. 
These are the objects and maps of a category, 
a FJt.m . 
1.2 Examples (a) The family PX of all subsets 
of any set X forms a a-frame with ersection for 
meet and unlon for join. The greatest and least 
elements are X and 0 . 
(b) A sub-a-frame A of a a-frame L is a subset 
A of L which a a-frame with the operations and 
distinguish~d elements of L. 
The lattice ~X of cozero-sets of an xandro 
ace X is a a-frame (regarded as a sub-a-frame 
PX). In particular cozero-sets of any topological 
space form a a-frame. 
(c) EQch Heyting a-algebra 1S a a-frame : 
A Heyting a-aZgebra is a lattice L with A, V, 0, 1 
n 
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and such that for each pair a,b 1n L the set of 
all x E L with a A x < b contains a greatest 
element b:a (cf. Birkhoff's [1979] definition for a 
Brouwerian lattice). 
Cd) An uncountable set X with all its countable sub-
sets 1S an example of a a-frame that is not a Heyting 
a-F.l.Igebra. 
1.3 The a-frames that we shall chiefly be concerned 
with satisfy a further property. For elements a c:1nd 
b of a a-frame L, a is rather ~elow b , written 
ae b , if there exists an element c of L with 
aAC=O ,cvb=l. 
Definition A a-frame is regular if each element a 
of L 1S a countable ]Oln of elements rather below it, 
i.e. for each a E L there exist xn E L with 
a = Y xn ,xn ~ a . 
The relation e satisfies the following properties: 
(1) Ifa < x e y < b then a e b 
(2) If a e x and bey then a Abe x A y and 
avbexvy. 
Moreover it is easily veri 
a-frames preserves e. 
d that a homomorphism of 
3 
1.4 Definition A a-frame L is normal if for each 
palr a,b of elements of· L with a v b = 1 there 
exist u,v In L with a v u = 1 = v v band 
U Av = 0 . 
Apparently the following result, due to Banaschewski 
[1980a] is not widely known. 
1.5 Proposition Every regular a-frame ~s normal. 
Proof This follows directly from the following Lemma, 
taking a v b = 1 . 
Lemma For any a-fpame L JI if a = V a 
b = V b (b « b) then there exist UJIV 
n n 
a v u = a v b = v v b , u A V = 0 . 
Proof By 1.3(2) we may assume that a 
n 
b '" b . Choose u and v with n n+l n n 
a /\ u = 0 , .a v u = 1 and b /\ V = 
n n n n n 
Let u = V U /\ b , v = V a /\ v , then n n n ri 
a v u = a v V U /\ b = V (a v a ) /\ (a n n n 
a v V b = a v n 
Similarly v v b = a v b 
U /\ V = (V u /\ b) A (va A v) 









(a « a) , 
n n 
in L with 
'" a and n+l 
0 ) b v v = 1 
n 




If 1<: ~ n then a k A u 
~ a A U :: 0 
n n n 




A V k 
0 
n 
Thus u 1\ V :: 0 . 
The reg ar a-frames then are precisely the 
Ale;r;andT'off algebT'afl of ynol [1979]. 
1.6 Corollary 
~ inteT'polates. 
In any T'egulaT' a-frame L the relation 
Proof If a ~ b then there exists x with a 1\ x 
b v x :: 1 By normality of L there exist u,v with 
b v u :: 1 :: v v x and u 1\ V :: 0 Then a ~ v < b . 
1.7 Example 1.2(d) 1S of anon-reguJ.ar a-frame (here 
A ~ B if and only if A:: m , B :: X ). 
Cozero-set structu~es on a set X are the regular 
a-frames subsets of X If X an (Alexandrof f) 
space and if A , B E %IX then A ~ B if and on if 
there exists C E ~~X th A c X "- C c B 
s;J) X regular as a a-frame as it is nest 
generated (1.1.3) 
Any re r a-frame of subsets of a set X, is 





2 Adjoint functors and dualities 
Reg aFhm is the full subcategory of aFhm whose 
objects are the regular a-frames. If X and Yare 
Alexandroff spaces and f: X -+ Y ]_s a coz-map, then 
S2.(f = f- 1 : ~IY -+ S2.(X 1S a homomorphism in Reg a Film. This 
defines a contravariant functor SV : Aiex. -+ Reg aFfLm . 
2 . 1 Definition A fiZtep P of a a-fram8 L 1S 
a subset of L satisfying 
(a) E c P E finite ~ A E E P 
(b) a E P b ~ a ~ b E P 
If P further satisfies 
(c) V S E P (S c L countable) ~ S n P =1= 0 
then P 1S a a-prime f1~ Zter. 
Note that regarding 0 as finite, (a) implies 
1 E P and (c) implies 0 ~ P . 
The a-pr1me filter of S)JX whose memberf3 are the 
cozero-sets which contain a given point x, is denoted 
by SV(x) . 
2.2 We define a (contravariant) functor 
~: Reg aFhm -+ Aiex. as follows ThE: points,of tpL 
the spectrum of L E Reg aFhm are the a-primE: filters 
on L The cozero-sets of tpL are the sets of form 
~ = {P: a E P E ~L} 
a 
a E L 
3 so 
Then 12-( '¥ L = {'¥ } 
a aEL 
As may be quickly verified 
'¥a n '¥b = lJIal\b 
1JI 1 = '¥L 
and distributivity is immediate. 
Thus ~IJIL 18 a a-frame; in fact these identities also 
verify that the map a t-+ IJI a 1S a homomorphism which 
then preserves regularity. We conclude from 1.7 that 
IJIL is an Alexandroff space IjIL being separated 
P * Q , P,Q E IJIL then there exists a E P , a ~ Q say. 
Then P E '¥ ,Q ~ IJI 
a a 
If f: L + M 1S a homomorphism then '¥f: '¥M + IJIL 
]8 glven by '¥f(P) = f- I (P) for each r E '¥M. It is 
easily checked that f-l(P) E \PL 
2.3 Proposition '¥ ,~ are adjoint on the right. 
Proof Let nx: X + '¥~X be the map defined by 
nx(x) = ~(x) where ~(x) 1S the neighbourhood base 
of the point x comprising all cozero-sets containing 
x . nX 18 a coz-map If U E SliX then 
nx- 1 (IJI ) = {x: nx(x) E '¥ } u u 
{x: ~(x) E IJI } 
u 
{x: U Elll(x) } = U . 
3 Sl 
Naturality of n If g: X -+ Y is any coz-map and 
x E X 
X 
g 
~ Y x ) gCx) 
nx j I T 1 n 1 y + 
'¥sux ) lJ.iS2(Y %I(x) SU(g(x» 
'¥SUg 
then 'l'SU g (stl C x) ) = (SU g) - 1 ~(( x) 
= {U E SliY stlgCU) E stl(x)} 
= {U E stlY g- 1 CU) ESU(x)} 
= {U E stlY x E g- 1 CU) } 
= SUCg(x) ) 
We have already 0 rved in the prevlous paragraph 
that map £ : L -+ stl'l'L given by E:LCa) = '1' is a 
L a 
homomorphism. Naturality of £ : If +. L -+ M lS any .!. • 
homomorphism and a E L 
L 
f lM fCa) a )-----...-)-
I l eM r I £Ll 
stl'l'L J stl'l'M 'I' 'l'f(a) 
Sli'l'f a 
then Sli'l'f('I' ) = ('I'f)-I'I' a a 
= {P E 'I'M 'l'f(P) E 'l' } a 
= {P E 'l'M 1 (P) E 'I' } a 
= {P E 'I'M a E r 1 (P) } 
= 'l'f(a) . 
3 
comprising those objects for which n (respectively £ ) 
1S pointwise an isomorphism. 
In the case of nand £ introduced above, the 
re ction 1S proper as the following examp s 
illustrate. 
(1) Let X = OR, A) where A 1S the a-algebra generated 
by the countable subsets of B 
Alexandroff space. If'P 1S 
Then X is an 
collection of 1 
cocountable subsets of B ,then P is a a-pr1me filter 
on A which is not of the form su ex) for any x E JR • 
Thus nx: X -+IjISUx is not onto (see 2.1.2(b». 
( 2 ) (Banaschewski) If L 1S the complete Boolean 
algebra regular open subse~s of the unit interval, 
then L is a regular a-frame without atoms. It follows 
that L has no a-prime filters : 
Every a-pr1me filter P on L is compZeteZy p l'ir.1 (: 
(i. e. V U E P => Us EP for some 8 , over an arbitrary 0. 
index set) . Now a completely pr1me filter Q on 
complete Boolean algebra B gives rise to an atom 
as follows 
Let c = V x (x [ Q). Suppose there exists a, 
any 
c <a < 1. Then c = a A (c v ~ a) and a E Q . 
If c v ~ a > c ,then CEQ, which is not possible. 
Thus c v a = c ,and ~ a ~ c and then ~ a ~ a 
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and 1 = a v (- a) < a. Thus a = 1 and - c is an 
atom. 
Hence ~L = 0 and certainly ~~L is not 
isomorphic to L. 
2.5 Properties of nand £ For U E ~X , 
nx-
I (q1u) = {x: ~(x) E '¥u} = {x: U E ~(x)} ::: U. Thus 
nx is an initial coz-map. Moreover, as cozero-sets of 
X separate points, 1 - 1 and hence an 
embedding. In fact nX lS an essential embedding l.e. 
each f tvi th fn an embedding is 
X 
self an embedding: 
If f nX lS an embedding then ~ nxSlJ f 1S onto and 
thus ~n X 
J.S onto. We show that ~nX lS an isomorph 
(antic lng a result C2.12) this says simply that: 
~X 3" >l.( U X ) Now SUnx: ~'¥~X -+ SUX and a typical element 
of s)J'¥~X is ~u for U E I21X . Then, as above, 
SUnxClJl u ) 




and hence an isomorphism. It lows that: S)Jf l8 onto 
and consequently f is initial. All spaces being 
separated we conclude that f is an embedding. 
U =1= Vl , U E S)JX , ~J (x) E '¥u for any x E U 
so that each non-empty cozero sei: lfIu of ,¥5)J X mee.ts 
nxX , thus nx is an epi-morphism. 
£L: L -+ ~IfIL with £L Ca ) ::: IfI is clearly onto. a 
In the next paragraph we characterise Fix £ • 
m 
3 
2.6 If l denotes the a-frame with two tinct 
elements, then we say the a-frame L has enough 
~omomorphisms if the homomorph ms L -+ ~ separate 
the elements of L. Simi y, L has enough a-pl~ime 
filters if they separate the elements of L. 
Proposition For L a regular a-frame the following 
statements are equivalent : 
(1) L ~ SijX 
" for some Alexandrof! space 
X 
(2) c L : L -+ Sij'f'L is an isomorphism 
(3) L has enough a -prime fi lters 
(4) L has enough homomorphisms. 
Proof (1) => (3) For U,V E ~X ,with U * V , 
there sts x E U , x <t V say. Then U E Sij(x) , 
V <t Sij(x) 
(3) => (2) Ide t ve seen that is onto. 
cLCb) ~ 'f'a = 'Pb => a = b by hypothesis. 
That (2) => (1) 1S trivial. 
(3) => (4) If a and b ar8 distinct elements of L 
take P E 'PL with a E P , b <t p say. Define 
h: L -+ l by 
hex) = 1 , x E P 
= 0 x <t p 
It is easily verifi that h is a homomorphism which 
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then separates a and b . 
(4) ~ (3) a and b distinct elements of ,L with 
heal = 1 , h(b) = 0 for a homomorphism h , then 
h - 1 {1 } a p' ,lS 0- r1me Iter on L sepurating a and b. 
2.7 The following theorem characterises Fix n 
The equivalence (2) ~ (3) is due to Hager [1974] and 
it is his proof of (2) ~ (3) that we give here. 
Following Bourbaki [1966] we shall identify the 
points of the completion YY of a uniform space Y 
ti 
with the minimal Cauchy filters on Y. Recall also 
(1.2.6 ) that the functor H: Alex ~ SMF 18 an 
isomorphism and that HX has the countable coz-covers 
as basic uniform covers. 
I/Je need the concept of a .re gu lar fi l ter 
on a a-frame L: Y 1S a regular filter on L if for 
each a E Y there exists bEY with b < a 
Theorem The following are equivalent for an 
Alexandroff space X: 
(] ) X === '¥ S21X 
(2) HX is' complete 
(3) X is realcompact. 
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;; is Cauchy Urn E ;; for some m. 
Finally Slnce ;; is a -pr1me , P = {a E L : Ijf E 7} a 
1S o-pr1me and ;; is a base for the neighbourhood Iter 
of P. 
2.9 Proof of the Theorem The implication (1) ~ (2) 
follows immediately from the above Proposition. 
(2) ~ (1) We show that each point of the spectrum 
~X 1S a point (of the completion) of HX (as a minimal 
Cauchy filter). 
If '] E ~X then '] is Cauchy : If U 1S a basic 
entourage of HX U = U Un x Un where X = U Un 
Un E ~X But X E '] and ;; 1S a-prime, so there 
exists some Un E ;; and Un x Un c U . ;; 1S regular: 
If U E 'J then by regularity of ~X , U = U Vn where 
Vn < Vn+l . But ;; is a-pr1me thus there exists 
Vn E ;; and Vn < U . 
Finally ;; 1S minimal Cauchy If U E ;; then there 
exists a W E ;; with W < U (since ;; regular) . 
Take V E ~X , V n W = 0 , V U U = X. Then {V,U} is 
a coz-cover of X and thus E = (U x U) u (V x V) 1S a 
basic entourage in HX with E(V) cU. 
(3) =:> (2) If X is realcompact then 7~ is complete 
(1.2.7 ) , where UX is initial the set of all pairs 
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(f;R ) 
su with f E Alex(X,:R ). For each f E Alex( X,m. ) and each z z 
3 
countable coz-cover B of JR z ' f- I (B) 1S a countab 
coz-cover of X and thus f € Unif(HX,JR su) . (recall, 
:R su has as basis, the countable open covers of JR ). 
Hence HX is finer than UX and HX 1S comp teo 
(2) ~ (3) Let ] be a real z-ultrafi er on X. 
Suppose that ] does not have the Cauchy property on 
HX. Now HX has a basis of countable zero-set covers 
(1.2.7) ,thustheree ts a countable cover ·{Zn} 
of zero-sets of X so that no Zn is in] ] is 
an ultrafilter, thus there exists Fn E J with 
Fn n Zn = 0 , for each n. Then (U Zn) n (n Fn) = 0 
and hence n Fn = 0 glv1ng the necessary contradiction. 
Thus 1 has the Cauchy property on HX and the 
filter of subsets of X generated by ~ converges. 
Then 'J has a unique cluster point p which since 
each member of J closed says that n] = {p} . 
2.10 Proposition 
Proof From the theorem (2.7) H'¥S2( X is comp te for 
each Alexandroff space X . Moreover n x: X + '¥S2( X is 
a dense embedding (2 • 5 ) . Hnx: HX + H'¥S2(X 1S init 1 : 
U = U Un x Un , where U' E S2(X for each n n 
and U Un = X a basic entourage of HX. Observe 
that if A E S2(X then x E A ' if and only if nX(x) E 'A' 
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Thus (x,y) E U if and only if 
(nx(x) , nx(Y)) E U '¥U x 
n 
cozero-set of '¥~X and 
'¥u ,where each '¥u lS a 
n n 
U 'l'U = '¥~X If P E '¥~X , 
n 
then X E P. But X = U Un and P is a-prlme, hence 
there e ts Um E P and then P E 'l'U . m 
follows that U 'l'u x 'l'U is a basic entourage 
n n 
init 1; being one-one and an 
epimorphism, Hnx is a uniform embedding of HX into 
the complete uniform space H'¥ ~ X. Then yHX:::: H'I' ~ X, 
for every X. Naturality follows by uniqueness of the 
relevant extensions. 
2. 11 The rst equivalence in the following Propos lon 
is the expected result (Is 11 [1972], Lambek and Rattray 
(1973]) Fix n = 1m '¥, where 1m 'I' is the full 
subcategory of Alex whose objects are isomorphic to 
some 'l'L. 
Proposition For an Alexandroff space X the following 
are equivalent 
(1) X:::: '¥L " for some reguZar a-frame L 
(2) nx: X -+'¥~X is an isomorphism 
(3) Every a-prime filter of ~x is of the form ~(x)" 
for some x E X 
(4) X is reaZcompact. 
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Proof Clearly (2) ~ (1). The implication (1) ~ (4) 
and the equivalence (2)~ (4) follow directly from the 
Theorem 2.7, Proposition 2.8 and Proof 2.9. 
(2) ~ (3) If P is a a-prime filter of ~X then by 
(2) there exists x E X with ~(x) = nx(x) = P 
(3) ~ (2) nx lS an embedding (2.5). By (3) it lS 
onto. 
2.12 We have here an alternate construction of the 
Hewitt realcompactification uX of an Alexandroff 
X • 
Co ro 11 a ry 
Proof For each Alexandroff space X and coz-map 







Y ~------------+ 'l'SUY commutes 
wi th ny an isomorphism. Then 'l'SUf. ny- 1 extends f, 
and uniquely so as nx is an epimorphism. 





2.13 As in the last paragraph it is easy to verify 
that Fix E is a reflective sub-category of Reg ar~m 
with reflection map E
L
: L -+ S)~ '¥L. Motivated by 
Proposition 2.6 we denote X E by Alex arnm , the 
full sub-category of Reg aF~m whose objects we call 
the Alexandroff a~frames. (Not to be confused with the 
Alexandroff algebras of Reynolds [1979] which are 
precisely the regular a-frames.) Prepared by 2.4 we may 
now observe : 
Proposition ~ and '¥ induce a dual equivalence 
Realcompact Alex c~ _______ ~ Alex 
Alex arnm --+ Reg aF~m 
on the category of realcompact Alexandroff spaces and 
the category of Alexandroff a-frames. 
2.14 The following two Propositions may be compared 
with the corresponding results, of Broverman [1978bJ, 
for topological spaces which we shall recover in section 
4 of this chapter. 
Proposition The following are equivalent for a 
realcompact Alexandroff space y 
(1) h: ~y -+ ~X is a homomorphism 
(2) h = ~f for a unique coz-map f: X -+ Y . 
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f g lJIS2Jf = 'l'~g 
"" 
1 
Y ~ 'Y'2JY 
ny 
commutes, by naturality of n , for both f and g . 
As ny 1S an isomorphism, f = g . 
2.15 It was observed 1n 2.5 that SU nX: SU X -+ SlJ'l'~ X 1S 
an isomorphism. App 2.12 we obta the expected 
isomorphism (as 0- s ) Further : 
Proposition If X and Yare Alexandroff spaces, 
then SUX ~ SUY if and only if uX ~ uY • 
Proof If uX ~ uY then III uX ~ ~ uY hence as 
observed above, ~X ~ SUY • Conversely, if SUX ~ ~(y 
then 'l'~X ~ ¥)lY • 
3 
3 Compact regular d-frames 
v 
the Stone-Cech 
compactification in Alex 
In [1980a] Banaschewski developes ~he theory of 
compact regular a-frames. 
The definitions, lemma and its corollary vli th which we 
initiate our study are due to him. 
3.1 Definitions A a-frame L is compact if glven 
1 = V x then there exist a finite number of the n 
say, such that 1 = x v ... v xn . 
nl k 
A filter P of a a-frame is a a-open filte~ if 
glven V xn E P then there exist 
v x E P • nk 
xn ' ... , xn 
1 k 
vIi th 
3.2 Lemma If F is a a-open filter on a a-f~ame L 
and a (F then there exists a a-prime filter P on 
L such that F c P and a ( P 
P roo f By Zorn's Lemma there is a maximal a-open filter 
P with a (p and F c P. We show P is prime and 
thus (immediately) a-prime. 
Suppose b v c E P , with neither b nor c 1n P. 
Let Q = {x: x v c E P} Then Q 1S a a-open filter. 
Now P C Q ,but b E Q with b ~ P ,so a E Q and 
a v c E P Repeat with a replacing c . Then 
a v a = a E P giving the required contradiction. Thus 
either b or c is in P. 
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3.3 Corollary A compact regular a-frame has enough 
a-prime filters. 
Proof Suppose a < b. Now b = V b n , b n ~ b . 
If b < a n for every n then b < a - contradicting 
our hypothesis, so there exists c, with c ~ band 
c ~ a . 
Let F = {x: c ~ x} Applying the properties of 
~ (1.3(1) and ( 2 ) ) F lS a filter. Furthermore F 
is a-open: If V xn E F then there exists z with 
z " c = 0 z v V xn = 1 By compactness, there exist 
xn ' .. . " xn with z v xn V ... v xn = 1 and thus 1 k 1 k 
c ~ xn V v xnk E F Horeover b E F and a ~ F' 1 
Apply the above Lemma to F 
3.4 If L lS a compact regular a-frame the Corollary 
confirms E L : L ~ ~'L lS an isomorphism (2.6 Proposition) 
Consequently each countable coz-cover of 'L has a 
finite subcover - a property of Alexandroff spaces that 
we shall characterise later (4.13). In this situation 
however more can be said : 
Pro po sit ion If L is a compact regular a-frame then 
~JL is a compact A lexandroff space. 
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Proof Every uniform cover ~ of H~L has a 






= 'l'l and as L has enough a-prime lters, 
V an = 1 . There exist . . . , with 
anI v ••• van k = 1. Th us· {'¥ ani} , 1 = 1, ..., k is 
a finite uniform cover ref~ning ~ and H'¥L is totally 
bounded and hence (2.8) compact. 
3.5 From the preV10US two paragraphs Fix E contains 
the compact regular a-frames. Of course Fix n contains 
the compact Alexandroff spaces and we obtain a sub-
duality to that duality presented in 2.13. 
Pro po sit ion '¥ and SU induce a dual equi va lence 
Comp Alex c ) R.ealc.ompac.t Alex c.._--+ Alex 
jc It 5)) 1 1 '¥ . 
K R.eg a F11.m c ~ Ale.x. a F11.m c: ) R. e 9 a F 11.m 
on the category of compact Alexandroff spaces and the 
category of compact regular a-frames. 
3.6 Definitions An ideal I of a a-frame L is a 
subset of L satisfying 
(a) E c: I , E nite ~ VEE I 
(b) a E I , b ~ a ~ bEl 
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An ideal J is countably generated if there 1S an 
at most countable subset A of J such that if b E J 
then there exist ai, ... , an ln A with 
3.7 Let SL denote the set of all countably generated 
ideals of the a-frame L. Then .9'L with intersection 
for meet and with V I n (I n E SL) generated by U An , 
where An countably generates I n , is a a-frame. 
Moreover .9'L is compact: the greatest element of .9'L 
1S L and is generated by {1} c L. If L = V ~ n ' 
and An countably generates J ,for each n , then 
n 
U An countably generates L Thus 1 ~ b l v ••• v b m 
where b· E A 
~ ni Then L = V I n . ~ 
If La c L (arbitrary index set) are regular sub-
a-frames of the a-frame L, then the sub-a-frame 
generated by the La (whose elements are countable ]OlnS 
of finite meets of elements of the La) is regular. 
The largest regular sub-a-frame of L will be denoted 
by 5'tL The compact regular coreflection of a a-frame 
L ln arnm, due to Banaschewski, is simply KL = 9.5L 
The details below 3.8 - 3.11 are adapted ln part 
from those presented in Banaschewski [1980a] for the 
analogous construction for frames. 
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3.8 Lemma If M is a compact a- frq-me and x « V mn 
in M 
" 
then x ::;;; rri. v ... v mn . nl J/, 
Proof x ~ m impl s there exists p with x A P = 
p v m = 1 By compactness there t mn 1 ' ... ') mn 
J/, 
with Then 
3.9 Let ~m = {x: x « m} 
Lemma If M is a compact regulap a-frame then 
+: M + gM is a homomorphism. 
Proof That + m is an ideal for each m E M follows 
immediately from 1.3(1) and (2). Now for m EM, 
m = V mn (mn ~ m) by regularity. Thus x E +m 
impl s v m n 
countably generates + m . 
(by 3.8)~ hence 
J/, 
c ~ 1 = M and ~ 0 =. {O } and applying 1.3 (2) , 
+ (x A y) = +x n ~y. To show + a homomorphism it 
only remalns to ve fy 
v + xn::: + V xn 
con der the finite case. 
n,m 
by 3.8, v ., •• v an 
J/, 
hence z E + a v +b Thus 
For the converse we first 
If z E + (a vb) then 
Hence 
v bm 1 v ••. v b mk 
and 




If w E + V xn , then exists p w h 
w ~ P ~ V xn (by 1. 6) • Then p " xn v ... v xn 1 Q, 
(by 3 .8) and hence w ~ xn V ... v xn ) and 
1 Q, 
w E + x v ... v + xn Consequently, w E V + xn . n 1 Q, 
3.10 Corollary If M is a compact pegular a-frame 
+ : M -+ KM is an isomopphism. 
Proof Define k L: KL -+ L as follows : 
If J E KL is countab generated by A , then 
kLJ = V A . Clearly kL is a homomorphism. 
In this case woe ,have compact M , + is a 
homomorphism and for e m EM, kH + m = V + m = m , 
remains to prove 
J E KM. Let A countab generate J. 
If x E + kMJ then x ~ V A and hence 
x " al v v an , with each a· 1. E A c J ( 3 . 8 ). 
Thus x E J and J c + kHJ . 
Now J = V Kn where Kn ~ J . Take x E J = V Kn . 
Then x " Q, 1 V Q,2 v ., " • V Q,m where the 9, i are generating 
elements for the Kn . We show that Q, • ~ V A for 1. 
each i . 
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E Kp say, then there exists Hp with 
Kp n Hp :: {O } Hp V J :: M 
Then 1 :: (al v v a q ) v h for some h E Hp and 




~ al v . . . v a q ,.;; V A . 
Thus x ,.;; 2-1· v ... v £'m ~ y A and J c + y A . 
• 
3.11 The correspondence induced by K is functorial: 
C5 F Jtm -+ K Reg aFJtm . If h: M -+ L lS a homomorphism 
and J E KM is countably generajted by A , then Kh (J) 
is the ideal countably generated by h(A) In L . 
The map kL discussed below _vas defined In 3.10 above: 
Theorem K Reg aFJtm is a fulZ corefZective subcategory 
of aFJtm with coreflection map k L : KL -+ L . 
Proof Let h: M -+ L ,with M compact re lar, be 
a glven homomorphism. 
Kh 
KM +(------
If m EM, then m:: y mn ' ffin ~ m and A:: bnl 
generates + m. Then, kL °Kh(+m) :: V h(A) :: h(yA) :: h(m). 
3 
Uniqueness 
Then fern) = V f(mn ) with f (mn ) ~ f(m) for each n 
(f preserves ~ ) . 
There exists Hn E KL with f (mn ) n Hn = . {O} , 
En V f(m) = KL . Then there exists h E Hn and 
a' 1 E A , where A cOllntably generates f(m) such that 
( a 1 V ~.. V an) V h = 1 . Set a = d 1 V 
Then for each z E f(mn ) , z ~ a. Thus 
It follows that g(mn ) C f(m) , for each n, hence 
V g(m n ) C f(m) l.e. gem) c f(m) . 
n 
Simil'arly, ' f(m) C gem) .-
3.12 Theorem 
Proof By 3.4, ~K~X lS compact for each Alexandroff 
space X. We show that it has the required universal 
property. 
v 
Firstly, if e: X ~BX lS the Stone-Cech reflection 
map, then 
( 1 ) 
commutes. 
~BX is compact and the diagram 
k~x 






Consider the diagram 













The left-hand rectangle commutes. by naturality 
of nand nSX is an isomorphism. 
The right-hand triangle commutes - it is obtained 
by applying '¥ to the triangle in (1). 
If Y is a compact Alexandroff space and f: X ~.Y 
is a coz-map then the outer rectangle of 
'¥~ x· nx 





f I ! - 1 .'¥K 52Je 
1 
""e I nsx 
" 
" 
t "'--... .~ 
Y ( .. _-_ .. _-- sx 
1/ 
commutes, where fSe = f is th8 Stone-Cech extension 
of f. 
Then ext8nds f to '¥K52JX . 
We show this extension is unlque. 
Let g.'¥~x.nx = f where g: '¥K~X -+ Y. Then 




SW¥ K ~X --------+> ~ '¥~ X 





commutes by naturality of e: and ~Jnx·e:SUx = idJ2.(X 
(2.3(2)), thus 
- 1 
= ~x· F.:K~lX • 
It follows then that 
-I 
= ~X· (e:K~X·~g) and 
~(X 
K SVX ------··~-------~X 
/f But such extensions 
are unlque, thus 
~f 
= 
- I ~ 
c ~'f ~K~fx'~ 
S)JY 
and ~g = ~lf. 
~ 
Applying 2.14, g = f Naturality follows easily. 
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4. Applications to realcompact and pseudocompact spaces. 
Recall (1.2.1) R: Tych ~ Alex the unlque right 
inverse and a left adjoint to F: Atex ~ Tych. 
L: = F'!': Reg oFftm ~ Tych and T = I~ R: Tydt ~ Reg oFfLm. 
We may conclude : 
4.1 Proposition L: and T are adjoint on the right. 
4.2 Let denote the unit for the 
adjoint pair F,R which lS, as observed, the identity 
natural transformat n. 
The counit is 6: RF ~ l Alex where 0x(x) = x , 
r all x E X E Alex 
The adjunctions for L: and T then are gIven by 
1;;: 1
Tych 
~ L:T where 
(F*n*R).v and 
q>: 1R ng ~ T Z 
<- crFfLm 
with 
q> = (SU*o*'!').s 
Sx is, for each Tychonoff space X , a dense 
embedding since v lS an identity, n a dense embedding 
in Alex and F preserves initiality. Unlike ny In 
Alex , sx is not an essential embedding for every X, 
for reasons that will become obvious once we have 
identified (4.6). 
3 
In contrast to 
need not be onto. 
for a regular a-frame 
Sl.!o'¥L: sU'I'L -+ Sl.! RF'I'L lS described by : 
if and only 'I'L is fineo 
L , (j)L 
4.3 Mimicking 2.4 and 2.13, E and T induce a . 
dual equivalence between x, and Fix (j)« We nnw 
characterise these subcategories 
Proposition 
are equivalent 
For a Tychonoff space X the fo llou)-ing 
(1) X ~ ~L , for some regular a-frame L. 
(2) ex: X -+ ETX is an isomorphism. 
(3) The a-prime filters of cozero-sets of X are 
precisely those whose members contain a given point 
x EX. 
(4) X is realcompact. 
Proof The implication (2) ~ (1) is trivial. 
(1) ~ (4) 'I'L is realcompact for each L (2.11) hence 
EL = F'I'L is realcompact (2.1~12). 
(4) ~ (2) If X is realcompact then RX is real-
compact and by 2.11 n RX : RX -+ 'I'~RX an isomorphism. 
Then ~X = Fn RX ' v X is an isomorphism as Vx is always 
the identity map (4.2). 
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RX and X have the same cozero-sets hence 
this equivalence follows directly from the like in 2.11. 
\1e remark that we have not seen the characterization 
of realcompactness g£ven by (3)~ (4) 1n the above 
Proposition in the literature. 
4.4 Blair and Hager [1974] have shown that each 
cozero-set of a Tychonoff space 1S z-embedded. With t s 
observation the simple proof of the following result 
carries over to a proof for the analogue for Tychonoff 
X (Gillman and 1son [1960], 8.14). 
Pro p 0 5 i ti 0 n Each cozepo-set A of a pealcompact 
AZexandroff space X is realcompact as a subspace of X. 
Proof Let F be a a-prime filter of cozero-sets of 
A. Set G =. {G E SUX G n A E f} • G 1S a a-pr1me 
filter on 
As A E G 
SUX Thus 
, x E A and 
G = SU (x) for some x E X 
x E F for each F E F • 
(2.11). 
Finally, each cozero-set of A containing x is the 
restriction of a cozero-set 1n G to A. 
4.5 The domain for the definition of 
T: Tych + Reg aF4m can be extended to Top - the 
category of 1 topological spaces in the obvious 
way ("take cozero-sets"). It is in this spirit that we 
have abused notation in (2) below. 
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Proposition For a regular a-frame L the following 
are equivalent 
(]) L :::: TY for some .Tychonoff space Y . 
(2) L :::: TY for some topolog1:caZ space Y 
(3) ~: L -+ TEL is an isomorphism. 
(4) L :::: ~x for some realcompact-fine Alexandroff 
space X . 
(5) L has enough a-prime filters and '1'L 
j 
fine 'l.,S 
(6) L has enough a-prime filters and BEL - E KL- . 
Proof Since the cozero-set lattices of a topological 
space Y and its Tychono reflection are isomorphic 
as a- s ( 1.2.4), (1) <=> (2). 
Cl (3) ~ (1) • 
(1) ~ (4) L:::: TY:::: ~uRY = s)lRuY 
(2.15) and RuY 1S of course realcompa 1ne. 
(4) ~ (5) By ( 2.2.6) if X 1S realcompact-fine 
then '1'L:::: '¥~X::; uX 1S f e. If L::; ~X L has 
enough a-prime filters (2.6). 
(5) <=> (6) Recall that an xandroff space X fine 
if and only if FBX:::: BFX (1.2.3). Thus 
'¥L is fine if and only BEL:::: FBIJIL When L 
has enough a-pr1me filters, ~ IJIL :::: L and applying 3.12 , 
. FB'¥L:::: FIJIK~ IJIL = EKL. 
(5) ~ (3) If L has enough a-pr1me filters then EL 
is an isomorphism (2.6). Now ~ 15 '1'L 18 one-one, and (4.2) 
Slnce '1'L 1S fine, onto. Thus 
isomorphism. 
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4.6 Corollary The Alexandroff space X is realcompact-
fine if and only if 
4.7 Fix lP and Fix r;; are reflective subcategories 
of Re.g aFfLm and Tych respectively. It 1S clear 
from 4.5 that Fix lP c Fix E and motivated by 4.5(2) 
we call the objects of Fix lP the topological a-frames 
and denote the corresponding full subcategory of Re.g aFfLm 
by To p a F fLm. 
r;; 1S the unit of the Hewitt realcompactification 
1n Tyeh and we have here the alternative construction 
for uX glven by uX ~ ETX. Note also that FnR ~ r;; . 
The first duality 4.8(1) glven below is a consequence 
of the characterizations of Fix lP and Fix r, glven 
above. The second 4.8(2), due to Banaschewski [1980a,bJ, 
may be deduced from the corresponding duality given in 
3.5: the counit 6: RF + l Al e.x restricts on Camp Ale.x 
to an isomorphism ond the category of compact Tychonoff 
spaces, denoted Camp Tych, is isomorphic to Camp Alex. 
4.8 Proposition T and E induce dual equivalences. 
Camp Tych c Re.a.lcampac-t Tych c ) Tych 
( 1/ T I r E I I, -I, i 
K Re.g aFJtm c- ---r To p a Ffl.m c ____ )- R e.g aFfLm 
3 
(l) on the category of realcompact Tychonoff spaces and 
the category of topological a-frames, 
(2) on the category of compact Tychonoff spaces and the 
category of compact regular a-frames. 
4.9 Theorem L: K T S 
Proof L:KT = F'K~ R - FSR (3.12) and FSR ~ B 
(1.2.3 ). 
4.10 Broverman [1978b] obtained the zero-set lartice 
analogues for the following two results. 
Proposition If Y is a realcompact Tychonoff space 
then the following are equivalent 
(1) h: TY + TX &s a homomorphism 
(2) h = Tf for a unique continuous map f: X + Y . 
Proof The implication (2) ~ (1) lS trivial 
(1) ~ (2) h = ~ g for a unique coz-map g: RX + RY 
(from 2.14). Set f = Fg. Uniqueness follows by 
faithfulness of R and uniqueness of g. 
4.11 Proposition If X and yare Tychonoff spaces 
then TX ~ TY if and only if uX ~ uY . 
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Proof This result follows immediately on observing 
firstly that TX ~ TuX (well-known) and secondly that 
L:T ~ u • 
4.12 The following theorem may be contrasted with 
similar though essentially different results obtained 
by Broverman [1978a] and Speed [1973]. 
Theorem The following are equivalent for a regular 
a-fY'ame L 
(1) L 1-S compact 
(2) IJIL 1-S compar:t and L has enough a-prime filters 
(.3 ) L "'" sax for some compact A le.rcandroff space X 
(4 ) L ~. TY for some compact Tychonoff space Y 
(5) L "'" :,~ X for some pseudocompact Alexandroff space 
(6) L "'" TY for some pseudoc()mpact 'l'ychonoff spact? Y 
X 
. 
Proof The implication (1) ~ (2) 1S the substance of 
3. 3 and 3.4. 
( 2 ) ~ ( 3 ) Take X = 'PL 
( 3 ) ~ (4 ) Take Y = FX 
(4 ) => ( 6 ) Trivial 
( 6 ) ~ ( 5 ) Take X = RY 
( 5 ) '* ( 3 ) If L - sax with X pseudocompact, then 
'PL ~ uX ~ BX and L - ~1 B X -. 
The implication (3) '* (1) is trivial. 
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4.13 Corollary (1) An Alexandroff space X is 
p.seudocompact if and only if !.l!X is compact. 
(2) A Tychonoff space X 'is 
pseudocompact if and only if TX is compact. 
Proof (1) If %IX is compact, '¥IlJX ~ uX 1S compact, 
hence X is pseudocompact. The reverse implication 
lows directly 4.12 above. 
(2) Similar. 
The Alexandroff spaces satisfying the condition in (1) 
above have been ca ed countably compact (Alexandroff 
[1940], Hager [1974]) and semicompact (Hager [1979a]). 
4.14 The foregoing corollary Y1e s the following 
simple proof that pseudocompactness 1S ely p:roduct 
in Alex, which we glve although we shall so prove 
Gordon's [1971] result on arbitrary productiveness in 
4.23. 
Proposition If X and Yare pseudocompact 
Alexandraff spaces then X x Y is pseudocampact. 
Proof As each cozero-set of X x Y is a countable 
un of sets of the form A x B , with A E ~X , 
B E ~Y we choose, without loss of general , any 
countable coz-cover of X x Y of form {A x B } E 
n n n ]N 
3 
where A E ~X and B E ~y for each n. 
n n 
For each x EX, there exists K c 1-I such that 
x 
covers Y and x E Ak ' for each k E ]( x 
Since Y 1S pseudocompact there exists by 4.13 
a finite set J c Ksuch that B = {B'}'EJ already 
x x x J J x 
covers Y, 
Let D = n A. then D is a cozero-set , x jEJ x J x 
containing x . Moreover there are only count ably many 
distinct D ' s as x runs through X . As X is x 
pseudocompact the countable cover {Dx}xEX has a finite 
subcover {D , "0' D } 
Xl xn 
say. 
Then {A, x B.}. EJ ,where i = 1, .. ,' n, 1S a 
J J J Xi 
cover of X x Y . 
4.15 As for topological spaces, any Alexandroff space 
X that admits a unique realcompactification is 
pseudocompact - the realcompa fication being uX ~ SX 
We showed in 2.5 that is an essential embedding of 
each Alexandroff space X into l!'SU X ~ u X (by 2. 12 ) . 
This generalises a theorem of Gordon ([1971], 7.9), 
Thus uX is densely embedded in every realcompactification 
Y of X 0 In particular, if X is pseudocompact, 
uX ~ ex lS densely embedded in Y and thus Y ~UX 
We have proved: 
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Proposition An Alexandroff space X is pseudocompact 
if and only if X adm'its a un'i-que realcompact<i-fic:at-ion. 
4 . 16 Co ro 11 a r y A Tychonoff space X is pseudocompaet 
if and only if uX is the only realcompactification in 
which X is z-embedded. 
Proof X 
embedded ],n 
is z~embedded ln Y if and only if 
RY. If X is pseudocompact then 
RX 
RX 
pseudocompact and by 4.15 uRX is the unique real-
compactification of RX. Conversely, X is 
z-embedded in both uX and BX, ~lways. 




spaces fails. A pseudocompact space need not admit a 
unlque realcompactification. This is because it may not 
be z-embedded in some compactification : 
Corollary 
space X 
The following are equivalent for a Tyahonoff 
(1) X is pseudocompact and z-embedded in every 
compactification 
(2) X admits a unique realaompactification 
(3) X admits a un~que compactification. 
Proof (1) ~ (2) Each realcompactification Y of 
pseudocompact X is compact, thus by assumption X is 
z-embedded 1n Y and by 4.16, Y ~ uX • 
(2) ~ (3) 1S trivial 
(3) ~ (1) It is well-known (Gillman and son [1960] ) 
that if X admits a unique compactification then X 
is pseudocompact. The compactification is ex, in which 
X is z-embedded. 
A further equivalent condition on X 1S that it 
be almost compa~t (Gillman and Jerison [1960]). If X 
is Lindelof then every embedding X is a z-embedding 
(attributed to Henriksen and (Johnson, Alo and Shapiro 
[1974J). Note however that if X admits a unique 
compactification need not be Linde15f (e.g. the 
(ff de leted 11) Tychono plank) . 
The corollaries 4.16 and 4.17 may also be quickly 
deduced using the result of Blair and Hager [1974], that 
the notions of z-embedding, C*- and C-embedding are 
equ lent on pseudocompact subspaces. The latter result 
is also easily obtained as follows : 
If A 1S z-embedded 1n X then RA is a subspace 
of RX. By essentiality of the embedd g nRA (2.5) 
uRA is embedded 1n uRX. For pseudocompact A, RA 
1S pseudocompact and then uRA ~ eRA which 1S embedded 
1n uRX. Since R commutes with both u and Band 
F preserves embeddings it follows that SA is embedded 
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ln uX. Each compact subset of a Tychonoff space is 
C-embedded. A lS C*-embedded ln SA which as we 
have seen is C-embedded in uX Consequently (by 
res ting) , A lS embedded ln X . 
4.18 As a consequence of 4.15 and thus a consequence 
of fact that is an essential embedding, we have 
that a pseudocompact Alexandroff space admits a unique 
compactification. The converse holds 
es and may be proved for Alexandro 
r Tychonoff 
spaces in 1 
manner (e.g. Gillman and ,Jerison [1960], Gilmour [197 11-]). 
Gordon [1971] first stated and proved th result which 
may also be recovered in the setting of SMF from the 
I-lager [1974]. We state then 
Theorem (Gordon) An Alexandroff space X is pseudo-
compact; if and on ly if X admits a un1:que compactification. 
Other equivalent cond lons for an Alexandroff spac~ to 
be eudocompact may be deduced as in Ilma nand ,T erisofl 
[1960]15Q,R) , 
[1979a]). 
(see Gilmour [187!1] and especially Ha 
The Corollary following is a result of Hager [1969]. 
His proof is different to that given here. 
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Corollary A Tychonoff space X is pseudocompact if 
and only if every compactification Y of X is ooA, 
where A is the restriction of RY to X in Alex. 
Proof If X 1S pseudocompact then A 1S a pseudo-
compact Alexandroff space (FA = X). Thus (4.18) A 
admits a unique compactification BA ~ RY • 
Then Y ~ FSA . 
If RX is not pseudocompact then RX admits at least 
two stinct compacti cations SRX and W say. Then 
FW is a compactification of X distinct from 
ooRX ~ rSRX ~ SX . 
4.20 Corollary A -Tychonoff spaee X is pseudo-
compact if and onZy if BX is the only compactification 
in which X is.z-embedded. (cf. 4.16 Corollary) 
Proof If X is pseudocompact then by 4.19 each 
compactification Y of X 1S ooA where A 18 the 
restriction of RY to X. If A = RX then Y = ax 
The converse follows by assuming the contrapositive 
as 1n 4.19. 
4.21 We shall now prove the two results (4.22 and 4.23) 
quoted and used in Chapter 2. These results ar~ due to 
Gordon and the proofs we shall give are his. The proofs 
\ 
3 
rely on the following theorem which may be found in 
Gordon [1971]. The proof presented here is our own. 
Theorem uX ~s the onZy ~ealcompactification of the 
A Zexandroff space X with the p~opertll th'at each of its 
non-empty zero-sets meets X 
Proof Firstly, uS1ng the construction of uX ven 
J.n 2 e 12, each cozero-set of uX ~ '¥ $)J X is of the form 
'¥ U where U E SJJ X and 
ljJu ,-{P E IjJSJJX : U E P} 
Suppose there 1S an such that for 
each x EX" Then and '¥ = IjJ~JX u Thus 
the only cozero-set of uX completely containing "X" 
1S uX itself and each zero-set of uX meets X ~ 
Suppose no,,] that (Y,l) 1S a realcompactificatiort 
of (X,W) , distinct from uX and sl1ch that each 
zero-set of Y meets X. As is an essent:ial 
embedding we may regard X c uX c Y. Take y E Y so 
that y It uX 
on (Y , i.) <, 
the point i.-ultrafilter 
Then G = {A n X : A E Fy} 1S a real W-ultra lter 
on (X,W) 0 From the construction of uX glven 1n 
chapter 2, G converges (as a Iter base on Y) 
to some point of uX as well as to y -contradiction. 
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4.22 Theorem (Gordon [1971]) u distpibutes ovep 
Proof Let {X} be a family of Alexandroff spaces. 
Ct 
nux lS a realcompactification of nx 
Ct a 
By 4021 \'7e 
need only show that each non-empty zero-set of nuX 
Ct 
meets nX fOT the isomorphism of nux and un X 
Ct Ct Ct 
Each zero-set A of nux is a countable inter-
Ct 
section of finite unions of sets of the form IT-1A 
a a 
with A zero-sets of uX 
Ct Ct 
If A lS non-empty we 
may choose countably many distinct A . Ctn zero-sets of 
uX such that B = n IT-1A lS non-empty. Then B 
Ctn Ct n Ct n 
lS a zero-set and B c A 0 Now for each n, there 
exists x E: i\. n X (by Lt .21L -Take any x E rrX n Ct n Ct n 
with IT (x) = x for all n . Then x E B c A and Ct n n 
hence A meets rrx 
Ct 
a 
4.23 Corollary (Gordon [1971]) The Alex-prod~ct of 
pseudocompact Alexandpoff spaces is again pseudocompact. 
Proof If {X} lS a family of pseudocompact Alexandroff 
Ct 
spaces then u(nX ) = nux 
CtCt 
rrX is pseudocompact. 
Ct 
= rrBX Ct is compact. Thus 
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5 A note on complete objects 
The category of sober spaces is dual to the category 
of spatial frames (see 6.2). A To-topological space ha~ 
a unique (up to homeomorphism) sobrification. Similarly 
a separated uniform space has (up to uniform isomorphism) 
a unique completion. This characteristic of the sober 
spaces in Top and the complete spaces in Uni6 has been 
abstracted by BrUmmer (1979] in defining the concepts 
of rigidity and of complete objects for concrete cate-
gor s. The definitions of BrUmmer for the categories 
with which we are concerned reduce to : 
5.1 Definition Let V be any subcategory of Zeho 
(Top, Uni6). An epireflective subcategory S (with 
epireflector S and unit TI) is a rigid epireflective 
subcategory of Va (the full subcategory of separated 
V-objects) if: 
(1) For each 
(2) If A E S 
X E Va , TIx: X ~ SX 
and f: X -+ A 
lS a dense embedding, 
a dense embedding, 
then there pxists a unique isomorphism h such that 
h.f = 1T 
X 
It turns out (BrUmmer - Herrlich : private 
communication) that Va can have at most one rigid 
ireflective subcategory S If there is such an S. 
then its objects are called the complete objects of V. 
3 
5.2 Examples (1) The complete separated uniform 
spaces are the complete objects of Uni6. 
(2) The sober spaces are the complete objects of Top. 
(3) The compact spaces are the complete objects of 
P-6c. Alex. (the full subcategory Alex. consisting of 
all pseudocompact spaces) : the ireflector is B 
here restricted to P-6c. Alex.. Rigidity follows 
immediately from 4.18. 
503 If V lS a subcategory of Alex., V lS said to 
be closed under compactification if each compactification 
of an object of V is again in V • 
Proposition If a subcategory V of Alex &$ closed 
under compactification then: V admits Q rigid 
epireflective subcategory if and onZy if each D E V 
is pseudocompact. 
Proof If V has S as a rigid epireflective sub-
category, Then 
each compact X 
reflection. 
S contains all compact V-objects 
is densely embedded in its S 
If X E V not pseudocompact, then X admits 
at least two distinct compactifications (1-1-.18) which 
are then both in S - contradicting the rigidity of S . 
5.4 Corollary 
objects. 
The category. Alex. has no complete 
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6. Generating cozero-sets from open sets 
In 1S short sect we out1 cer~,:-l.in results frow 
the theory of fr3mes order to obtain an int2rnal 3Pl-
theoretical construction of e topological ,;:--1. :L "e 
coreflection RFX in Alex (6.7) as promis _In '2.3.8. 
All the mater (vJi th the exc ion of 6.7) 18 drawn 
from Banasrhewski [1980a]. RelatAd material can be 
found in Reynol [1979] . 
6.1 Definitions A frame L 18 a romp1ete ]att e 
that satisfies t distribution tal:} x t, V X = V X 1\ X 
a a 
(a E I , ar bit I' a r y) . A homomorphism between frames 18 
a map preserving fin e meets, arbit joins, p ·and 
1 . 
se are the objects and maps of the cate of 
frames, denoted by F~m. 
6.2 The functors n: Top ~ F~m ,where nX lS the 
lattice of open sets of X ,and A: F~m ~ Top, with 
AL the ctrum of L (i.e. all completely prime 
filters on L) with open sets A = {P: a E P E ALl 
a 
are joint on the ri A and n restrict to a 
dual equivalence between ca-tegory of er spaces 
(a topological space X 1S sobel" if and only if each 
union irreducible closed set is the cldsure of some 
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unique point of X) and the category of spatial frames 
(i.e. those frames L such that L ~ QX for some 
X E Top.) 
6.3 Definition Let L be a frame. Coz L is th~ 
s et of L whose elements a are of the form 
a = hcm ,{OJ) where h E F~m (Q~,L) . 
Coz L lS the largest regular sub-a- me of L 
i.e. Coz L = ~L where ~ 
a 
described in 3.7 and Lry 
is the underlying a-frame of L. 
6.4 Definitions The rather below relation < described 
in 1.3 is defined in precisely the same way for Fhm. 
An element a of a frame L is completeZy below 
b , written a ~ b if there exists {Cnk} with 
n = 0,1,2, ... and k = 0, ..• , 2n such that Coo = a , 




COO < COl 
II < < ~ C10 Cll C12 
II 1\ ~ 
C20 < C21 < C22 < C23 < C24 
II II II \\ ~ 
Then ~ satisfies the corresponding properties of 
1.3(1) and (2) for < Moreover ~ interpolates. 
3 
If L is a aompaat reguZar frame (defined 
analogously as for crF~m) then C interpolates and ~ 
coinr:::ides with 
In nx, U C V if and only if IT c V cU 15 the 
closure of V). 
In QX , U <l V if and only if ther~ 15 a. c0r~tinuC'11.:3 
function f: X -+ [ 0 ,1] with f(x) 0 '-f 1._ x E U and 
f(x) :: 1 if x It V . 
6.5 L 1S spatial then the paragrap~ 6.2 tells 
us that F"m(r,ro.TL) e! Tap(,AL.m ). If f t' T T Fit ~ ~W'  .m _ ur.ne~ : op -+.m 
1S the functor "take cozero-seTS" then (from 6.3) 
Coz L e! TAL " 
In particular, if X 16 an Alexandroff space, 
then 
Coz nFX - TAnFX e! TFX :: SURrx 
6.6 Proposition (Banaschewski [1980a]) Let L be a 
frame. Then a E Coz L 1.:f and on Zy if a :: Va 
n 
-where •• '! , and 
6.7 Corollary Let X be an 
U is a aazero-set of RFX "-f)' bJ 
-where Uo <l VI ~ . . . in nFX 
FX . 
a E L . 
n 
AZexandra!! 
and anZy if 
and the U 
n 
spaae. 
U :: U U 
n 
are open i"1 
94 
3 95 
6.8 Corollary (Banaschewski [1980a]) Let Y be a 
compact Tychonoff space. U is a cozero-set of Y if 
and only if U = U U where each U is open and n n 
Un c Un + 1 (n = 0,1,2, ... ) . 
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